Dell Latitude 5450: $1433.00

- Intel Ultra 5 135U
- 16GB RAM
- 512GB SSD
- 1920x1080 14" screen
- 4 Year ProSupport Plus

Recommended Standard
PeopleSoft code: DELLLT1

Dell Precision 5490: $2890.00

- Intel Ultra 7 165U
- 16GB RAM
- 512GB SSD
- 1920x1080 14" screen
- NVIDIA RTX 2000 w/8GB
- 4 Year ProSupport Plus

Performance Standard
PeopleSoft code: DELLLT2

USB-C Adapter for Classroom use:
Satechi Type-C Slim Multiport Adapter with Ethernet item: 141632
When purchased on laptop requisition $60
Purchased outside of laptop requisition: $79.99